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every shopping center, every drainage improvement, every  
square foot of new pavement in nearly half the United States  
was accelerating runoff toward louisiana.

—John McPhee

Floods occupy a distinct place in human mythology. In the lore 
of several early religions, the coming end of the world is attributed to 
a massive deluge. The story of Noah and the Ark as told in the book 
of Genesis closely parallels another in the early Babylonian epic of Gil-
gamesh, in which a god forewarns Utnapishtim of a coming flood and 
advises him to build a ship to save himself, his family, and the seeds of 
all living things. even as many cultures celebrate water through sacred 
rituals as the source of life, water engenders fear in its capacity to rise up 
and destroy. Water gives, but it can also take away.

It is this wild, dangerous side of water against which human civiliza-
tion has struggled over the millennia. early societies sprang up along 
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the Nile, Tigris-euphrates, and Yellow rivers in order to grow crops in 
the floodplains and ply their host rivers by boat to trade goods. Accord-
ing to Chinese legend, efforts to control the waters of the Yellow river 
began some 4,000 years ago, when a massive flood roared through the 
basin and inundated the plains below. A legendary hero named Yu orga-
nized workers to dredge channels so as to confine the raging waters. 
Because he tamed the flood and distributed the reclaimed farmland to 
the people, Yu earned the mandate to become founding emperor of 
China’s first dynasty. Today, a giant statue of Yu the Great looms above 
the river’s floodplain near the Yellow river Conservancy Commission 
in the city of Zhengzhou. With one hand gripping a tool used to tame 
China’s “mother river,” the imposing Yu simultaneously evokes control, 
hard labor, victory, and prosperity.1

But the Yellow river would not obey for long. During the 2,000 
years prior to 1950, the unruly river broke through dikes along its banks 
more than 1,500 times. Among the world’s deadliest disasters, excluding 
famines and pandemics, was the spate of flash floods in central China in 
1931, when the Yellow, Yangtze, and Huai rivers all overflowed, killing 
up to 4 million people.2

Floods are necessary to the life of a healthy river. They distribute 
nutrients and sediment downstream, rejuvenate riparian (riverside) veg-
etation, recharge groundwater, and cue fish to migrate and spawn. But 
growing civilizations have a love/hate relationship with this natural phe-
nomenon. Being near rivers means access to drinking water, shipping 
lanes, electrical power, and recreation. It also puts cities and towns in 
harm’s way. We have adapted to floods largely by trying to control them 
with dams, dikes, and levees. But as events over the last quarter century 
have made abundantly clear, we would do well to leave more room for 
rivers to be rivers.
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The summer of 2002 changed europe’s relationship with its rivers for-
ever. In early August, heavy rains triggered waves of flooding down the 
Danube in Austria and the Vltava, labe, and elbe rivers in the Czech 
republic and Germany. Cities along the elbe river, which is called the 
labe river until it crosses from the Czech republic into Germany, were 
particularly hard hit. Some communities saw flood levels expected only 
once in 500 years. In the city of Dresden in the German state of Saxony, 
the elbe peaked at a height of 9.4 meters (30 feet), topping the previ-
ous record set in 1845. The main railway line between Dresden and 
Prague was closed for more than four months. even though volunteers 
and the military fortified defenses as the flooding unfolded, the raging 
rivers broke through dikes and seeped through saturated soils beneath 
the riverbank barriers. Many thousands of people were evacuated and 
vast areas were inundated, including nearly 600 square kilometers (230 
square miles) in Germany alone.3

Much of central europe was already reeling from floods before that 
epic summer. The rhine had flooded big in 1995 and the Oder in 1997. 
In the summer of 1999, the Danube surged through Belgrade, forc-
ing evacuations in portions of the Serbian capital. From 1998 through 
2002, european countries suffered 100 major floods that collectively 
took 700 lives, displaced half a million people, and cost €25 billion ($26 
billion).4

And the punishing floods just kept coming. In 2005 high waters 
in the Danube basin took 31 lives in romania and washed away 600 
bridges. The next year, an “extremely rare coincidence” of large floods in 
a number of tributaries in the basin led to a 100-year flood along more 
than 1,000 kilometers (620 miles) of the main river channel. The high 
waters destroyed hundreds of buildings in Bulgaria and romania. In 
2009, the river immortalized by richard Strauss’s lilting “Blue Danube” 
waltz inundated 110,000 hectares (272,000 acres) of romanian farm-
land. In 2013, it surged to heights in the German city of Passau not seen 
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since the renaissance, and in Budapest it lapped at the back steps of the 
Hungarian capital’s parliament building.5

The rivers of europe were delivering a message: they want their 
floodplains back, and they will fight to get them. It’s a message we in the 
industrial world are reluctant to hear, much less accept. But in europe 
and other parts of the world, coalitions of scientists, conservationists, 
and government agencies are making the case for partially conceding 
this fight and giving rivers room to roam across their floodplains once 
again.

Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the United 
States, europe, and other rapidly industrializing regions invested heav-
ily in dams and levees that intentionally disconnected rivers from their 
floodplains. (levees and dikes are engineered embankments, usually 
constructed of earth materials, built along a river to prevent it from 
overtopping its banks.) The idea was to control floods so that engineers 
could manage rivers for shipping, energy production, and water supply, 
while protecting lives and property from high waters. Safeguarded by 

       The Danube River basin in Europe.
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levees, cities and farms could move into former floodplain areas, where 
they would have access to the river and to the rich soils built up by the 
river’s sediments over the centuries. In this way the Danube, europe’s 
second-largest river, and the lower Mississippi in the United States lost 
80 percent of their original floodplains.

To planners and engineers, this massive network seemed to be a sensi-
ble way to put rivers to work. There was just one problem: rivers would 
not get with the program. When levees confine a river into an artificially 
narrow channel, floodwaters will rise higher and flow faster than they 
would if unrestrained. Seeking to spread out, they will press hard against 
their artificial embankments until they find a weak spot, and then burst 
through. As residents along the elbe discovered in 2002, floodwaters 
can also seep beneath levees through saturated soils and then inundate 
land on the other side. Often rivers will take both escape routes simul-
taneously. The vast majority of big floods in central europe over the 
last two decades have occurred along rivers specifically engineered to do 
away with them.

In response, Austria, Germany, the Netherlands, romania, and other 
european countries began to put nature, or “green infrastructure,” into 
their flood-control strategies. The idea was not only to reduce flood 
damages but to reclaim some of the benefits lost from straightjacketing 
their rivers. When a river spreads across its floodplain, it not only slows 
down; it nourishes riverside habitat and recharges groundwater. Some 
of that groundwater will slowly return to the river and sustain its flow 
during drier times. The vegetation, soils, and microbes that make up 
the floodplain ecosystem cleanse the river’s water as it soaks through the 
earth. It is a relationship of reciprocity: the river delivers water to the 
floodplain, and the wetlands purify and store that water for the river’s 
later use. Habitats get restored for fish and wildlife that depend on the 
nutrient-rich floodplain for nesting, breeding, feeding, and growth.

We rarely put a dollar value on the services floodplains provide, in 
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large part because markets don’t price them. It’s a Catch-22: because the 
economic value of floodplains is hidden, they get drained and converted 
to farmland and suburban communities at a rapid rate. A research 
team led by robert Costanza, a professor of public policy at Australian 
National University in Canberra, reports that between 1997 and 2011 
the global area of floodplains and swamps declined by 63 percent, and 
that the value of the ecosystem services lost as a result totaled some $2.7 
trillion per year, equal to 3.6 percent of the 2011 gross world product.6

Many people in the developing world depend on natural floodplain 
services for their very livelihoods. The Bodi, Karo, Kwegu, and Mursi 
tribes in eastern Africa, for example, rely on the natural flood cycles of 
the Omo river, which flows through ethiopia into Kenya, for their 
sustainable practices of flood-recession farming, fishing, and livestock 
grazing. like generations of their forebears, they plant sorghum, maize, 
and beans in the riverside soils after the yearly flood, making use of 
the moisture and nutrient-rich sediment deposited by the Omo’s floods 
each year. Their way of life now hangs in the balance, however, as ethio-
pia’s giant Gibe III Dam replaces the river’s natural rhythms with flows 
regulated to optimize the production of hydropower and the delivery 
of irrigation water to industrial farms. A more holistic approach might 
avoid the errors industrialized countries are now trying to correct and 
instead balance the benefits of hydropower and flood control with criti-
cal floodplain services.7

Ironically it was the Netherlands, with its highly engineered seawalls 
and popular folklore of the little Dutch boy who plugged a dike with 
his finger, that inspired a movement to rethink flood control in europe. 
When levees failed during the big 1995 flood on the rhine, large por-
tions of the Netherlands were inundated. The low-lying nation, which 
is home to some of the world’s top water management experts, made a 
decision not only to shore up its engineering defenses but to figure out 
where and how to give the river some space to flood.
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That notion turned into a $3 billion program of some 35 projects 
to lower dikes, set others farther back from rivers, create spillways, and 
turn some farmland back to floodplain. Called ruimte voor de rivier 
(room for the river), the idea is to help rivers safely carry “a lot more 
water than they do now,” according to a spokeswoman for the program. 
One project along the Waal river in the eastern part of the country, for 
example, is converting land once slated for development into a park 
that can receive and store floodwaters when necessary. Another project, 
south of Amsterdam, involves lowering a dike along a low-lying area the 
Dutch call a polder and allowing floodwaters to spill into it. Authorities 
compensated farm families that had to vacate the polder, judging the 
project’s benefits—including lower risk of flooding for some 140,000 
residents downstream—to be well worth the cost.8

In a vast watershed like the Danube, reconfiguring flood control is 
far more complicated. The fabled river’s watershed spans portions of 
19 nations, and on its 2,840-kilometer (1,765-mile) journey from Ger-
many’s Black Forest to the Black Sea it courses through 10 countries. 
The challenge was pushed forward, however, by the european Union’s 
2000 Water Framework Directive, which calls on all eU countries to 
assess the health of their rivers and then restore them to at least “good” 
condition. In 2007, after so many years of extraordinary flooding, the 
european Parliament and the eU’s Council of Ministers set out a spe-
cific directive on floods that requires member countries to assess their 
risks, develop maps of those risks, and then draw up plans for mitigating 
flood damages. Those plans are to include measures to reconnect rivers 
to floodplains and to limit home and building construction in flood-
prone areas. In the case of international river basins like the Danube, the 
eU called upon countries to “coordinate so that problems are not passed 
on from one area to another.”9

Many eU countries are hard at work turning the flood directive into 
on-the-ground projects. In the Danube basin, the Czech republic, Slo-
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vakia, and Austria are reestablishing meanders in the heavily straightened 
and channelized Morava river. Austria has reconnected several stranded 
meanders with the main channel of the Danube, and along with Ger-
many is removing levees to reconnect the Inn river, the Danube’s third-
largest tributary, to its floodplain. like the Netherlands, Germany and 
romania are using low-lying polders to retain floodwaters.10

Such projects take time to design, gain public acceptance, and imple-
ment. By 2015, only 3 percent of the roughly 193,500 hectares (478,000 
acres) of floodplain in the Danube watershed identified as potentially 
ripe for reconnection to their rivers had actually been rejoined; an addi-
tional 21 percent had been partially reconnected. Plans are in place to 
reactivate more than 15,000 hectares (37,000 acres) of floodplain by 
2021.11

Some of the most ambitious efforts are taking place in the Danube 
Delta, europe’s largest wetland ecosystem and home to some 320 spe-
cies of birds. The Green Corridor for the Danube, a program launched 
in 2000 and spearheaded by the World Wildlife Fund, estimates that the 
floodplains of the lower Danube annually deliver benefits worth some 
€500 per hectare ($224 per acre). Ukraine has bulldozed dikes on the 
delta islands of Tataru and ermakov, restoring natural flooding to 800 
hectares (1,980 acres) and vital habitat for white-tailed eagles, pygmy 
cormorants, and other rare birds. The inner lakes now serve as spawn-
ing sites for fish from the Danube. Together, the four lower-Danube 
nations—Bulgaria, Moldova, romania, and Ukraine—have protected 
some 1.4 million hectares (3.5 million acres) of wetlands, providing 
flood control, water security, and recreation.12



As in europe, a barrage of big floods has also forced the United States 
to rethink its approach to flood management. Between 1980 and 2013, 
properties in the United States racked up more than $260 billion in 
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damages connected to flooding. While a good share of this total was due 
to seaside flooding from Hurricanes Katrina along the Gulf Coast and 
Sandy along the eastern seaboard, inland flooding claimed its portion 
as well. Indeed, large floods hit midwestern and Gulf states in 1993, 
2008, 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016. In mid-August 2016, loui-
siana was socked with its second catastrophic flood in six months. Some 
30,000 people were rescued from the floodwaters, which damaged 
40,000 homes. The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA) classified the louisiana disaster as the sixth “1-in-
500-years event” within the previous 12 months. Put another way, those 
six events—which included floods in Maryland, South Carolina, Texas, 
and West Virginia, as well as the two in louisiana—each had less than 
a 0.2 percent chance of occurring during that year.13

In the Mississippi river basin, which drains 41 percent of the con-
tiguous United States, the flood of 2011 was one for the record books. 
More floodwater surged through the basin that spring than during the 
historic flood of 1927, the most destructive river flood in US history. 
During the 1927 event, the river breached or overtopped levees in 145 
locations, inundated 16 million acres (6.5 million hectares) of cities 
and farms, and displaced 700,000 people from their homes, some for 
weeks or months. That flood drove home an important lesson to early 
twentieth-century engineers: a “levees-only” strategy for flood control 
does not work against a big flood—at least not in the Mississippi, the 
third-largest watershed in the world, after the Amazon and the Congo.

Since its creation in 1802, the US Army Corps of engineers (the 
Corps) has been the nation’s premier river developer. A young Congress 
first called on the Corps to expand shipping and commerce by modify-
ing rivers and harbors. Before long the Corps’s portfolio expanded to 
include the construction of dams for hydropower, water supply, and 
flood control, as well as levees to make floodplains safe for growing 
farms and cities.14
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Following the disastrous experience of 1927, Maj. Gen. edgar Jad-
win, then chief of the Corps, urged the US Congress to adopt a new 
flood policy, which it did the very next year. The Flood Control Act of 
1928 instructed the Corps to stop piecemeal management of floods in 
the Mississippi basin and to adopt a coordinated system. That system 
should be designed to accommodate the largest flood believed to have a 
reasonable chance of occurring, the so-called design flood. While levees 
would remain the system’s backbone, the act called for something new: 
the creation of “floodways”—areas where some water from a raging Mis-
sissippi could exit the main channel and flow into a designated area on 
its former floodplain. In that way, some pressure would be taken off the 
levees, reducing the risks of a breach. Families and farms occupied parts 
of these floodways, however. While the government purchased ease-
ments from the landowners, the intention was to use these exit ramps 
for the river only during high-risk floods.15

The massive flood of 2011 put the Mississippi flood-control system 
to the test like no other event during the preceding eight decades. In 
early May 2011, rapid melting of record snows combined with rain-
fall levels six to ten times higher than normal to send a surge of high 
water down the valley. The Mississippi’s volume and height both broke 
records at dozens of river gauges from Cairo, Illinois, where the Ohio 
river joins the Mississippi, to Baton rouge, louisiana, near the Gulf 
Coast. For the first time, three of the system’s four floodways were called 
into action during a single flood.

For Maj. Gen. Michael Walsh, then commanding general of the 
Corps’s Mississippi Valley Division, the floodway option forced a tough 
decision. The high waters surging through the upper Mississippi and its 
tributaries placed the properties and lives of the 2,750 residents of Cairo, 
Illinois, at risk. To save Cairo, Walsh directed his engineers to blast open 
the levees at the Birds Point floodway. The river’s level quickly dropped 
a couple of feet, sparing Cairo. But opening the levees inundated some 
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130,000 acres (52,600 hectares) of farmland and forced the evacuation 
of 100 homes. At a news conference afterward, Walsh said that he per-
sonally knew many of the people who lived and worked in the flooded 
zone, and considered them friends. Blasting open the levees at Birds 
Point, he said with a military man’s restraint, “was a difficult decision.”16

But by almost any reckoning, the new system and the engineers who 
operated it passed the tough test of 2011 with flying colors. Astound-
ingly, no one died in the flood. While it damaged some 21,000 homes 
and buildings, the Corps projected that under the old levees-only sys-
tem some 1.5 million structures would have been damaged or destroyed. 
economic losses totaled $2.8 billion, but the $14 billion federal invest-
ment in floodways, levee upgrades, and other components of the system 
saved an estimated $234 billion in damages.17

Clearly, the floodways were successful during an extreme storm. 
But what about giving the river access to some of its floodplain per-
manently? In addition to preventing flood damage, floodways could 
purify and store water, create habitat for fish and wildlife, sequester car-
bon, and provide a place for fishing, hunting, and recreation. Using 
this approach, ecologists and hydrologists would join their knowledge 
of wetlands and floodplains with engineers’ expertise about levees and 
infrastructure.

Scientists, conservationists, and government agencies are begin-
ning to explore these options. Their efforts are part of an evolving eco- 
engineering approach that works with nature’s ability to control floods 
rather than against it. As in europe, the aim is to make river systems 
healthier while mitigating flood risks.

Determining where and how to start is not an easy task. In the lower 
Mississippi river, which extends 954 miles (1,535 kilometers) from 
its confluence with the Ohio river near Cairo, Illinois, to the Gulf of 
Mexico, the levee system has shrunk the original floodplain by 80 to 90 
percent and cost the river system some 23 secondary channels spanning 
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nearly 10,000 acres (4,000 hectares). In the two decades following the 
1927 flood, the Corps also cut the river off from 16 of its meanders. 
Instead of taking a slow and sinuous path to the sea, the river now 
flows fast and straight. That change benefited ship navigation but was 
terrible for the natural ecosystem. Cutting off the meanders not only 
shortened the Mississippi by 152 miles (245 kilometers), it caused the 
faster-flowing river to erode its own bed and banks. Stranded from the 
river, the meanders could no longer sustain habitats vital to fish, birds, 
and wildlife.18

For conservationists and like-minded engineers, finding ways to 
reconnect the Mississippi to parts of its historical floodplain is a high 
priority. The exchange of water, nutrients, sediment, and living organ-
isms between the two is critical to nutrient cycling and the ecosystem’s 
productivity, as well as to restoring habitats crucial for the life cycles of 
many species. Young fish, for example, take refuge in floodplain wet-
lands during floods, and an ancient-looking fish called the alligator gar 
spawns in the lower Mississippi’s riverside swamps. Snowy egrets and 
other wading birds nest and feed on the lower Mississippi’s floodplain, 
while populations of black bear, including the threatened louisiana 
black bear, rely on the active floodplain’s thick forests.

In 2012 the lower Mississippi river Conservation Committee 
(lMrCC), a nonprofit coalition of 12 agencies from Arkansas, Ken-
tucky, louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, and Tennessee, joined with the 
nonprofit Mississippi river Trust and the US Department of Agricul-
ture’s Natural resources Conservation Service (NrCS) to restore wet-
lands and forests within the lower river’s active floodplain, or batture. 
The lower Mississippi river Batture reforestation Project identifies 
areas that are likely to flood, works with interested landowners to create 
easements on these lands, and then plants trees to reestablish bottom-
land forests. The program aims to expand habitat for fish and wild-
life, diversify local economies through more recreational opportunities, 
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and reduce US taxpayer–financed disaster relief. The project area spans 
345,800 acres (140,000 hectares) of cropland, a good portion of which 
was under water in late summer 2015. At that time, 60 properties totaling 
13,427 acres (5,434 hectares)—more than half of them in Tennessee— 
were either enrolled in the program or in the application process.19

Another project known as Island 70, spearheaded by the lMrCC, 
involved notching a dike north of rosedale, Mississippi, to restore flow 
to 3.5 miles (5.6 kilometers) of a side-channel. The team expects two 
endangered species, the pallid sturgeon and the interior least tern, to 
benefit from the restored habitat. As of 2015, the lMrCC and its part-
ners, which include the Corps, had completed 14 projects that together 
have restored 56 miles (90 kilometers) of channel habitat and thousands 
of acres of surrounding land.20

Meanwhile, The Nature Conservancy is working with the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service and other partners to reunite the Ouachita river 
with 16,000 acres (6,500 hectares) of former floodplain forest. A beau-
tiful tributary in the lower Mississippi basin named by early French 
settlers, the Ouachita flows out of Arkansas into louisiana. The restora-
tion team is removing portions of a 17-mile-long, 30-foot-high levee 
to re-create floodplain habitat while reducing flood risks downstream.21

restoring the upper Mississippi basin is also critical. Over the last 
three-quarters of a century, while engineers were busy building locks, 
dams, and levees, vast areas of water-absorbing wetlands were being 
drained and filled to make room for farms and homes. Today over half 
of the corn and 47 percent of the soybeans grown in the United States 
come from the upper Mississippi river basin. But this productivity 
came at considerable ecological expense: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Mis-
souri, and Ohio have each lost more than 85 percent of their wetlands. 
Altogether, the states of the upper Mississippi basin have converted 35 
million acres (14 million hectares) of wetlands, an area the size of Illi-
nois, to farms and towns.22
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restoring even a portion of these wetlands, which absorbed and held 
water like a sponge, could protect against extreme floods. In all too 
many locations, however, trends are going in the opposite direction. 
The Great Midwest Flood of 1993, when river levels set records at 92 
locations and floodwaters broke through or overtopped more than a 
thousand levees, should have been a wake-up call to limit development 
in key parts of the floodplain. Instead, substantially more flood-prone 
areas got developed. According to Nicholas Pinter, professor in applied 
geology at the University of California–Davis, within a dozen years, 
28,000 new homes and 6,630 acres (2,680 hectares) of commercial and 
industrial development had been built on land that was under water in 
1993. In the St. louis area alone, new development worth $2.2 billion 
had been situated on land that was inundated in 1993.23

Sensible zoning must clearly be part of any comprehensive strategy 
that combines floodplain restoration with engineering infrastructure 
across the Mississippi watershed. Such a system would not only be bet-
ter at preventing flood damage, it would be better for the environment 
and the economy. For most flood-control managers, however, this is a 
new way of thinking. To help the process along, leroy Poff, an ecolo-
gist at Colorado State University in Fort Collins, Colorado, and several 
colleagues developed a method called eco-engineering decision scaling 
(eeDS). It’s a cumbersome name, but eeDS does something few if any 
water management tools yet do: it integrates ecology and engineering 
while designing for a future of climate change.

“Traditionally, ecologists have had the role of ‘fixing’ a degraded eco-
system after a project has already been built,” Poff said upon publica-
tion of the team’s work in 2015. “It’s time that decision-makers and 
engineers try something different and invite ecologists to the table.” The 
real novelty of the work, Poff told me when we met up in Fort Collins in 
March 2016, “was putting it in the realm of climate risk.”24

When it comes to flood protection, factoring in climate change is 
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critical. Because a warmer atmosphere can hold more moisture, climate 
scientists expect the future to bring more frequent and intense storms. 
So far it’s been difficult to pin specific floods on global warming; too 
many other factors are at play. But in a new area of science called event 
attribution, researchers are analyzing extreme weather data to determine 
whether some events would have been so unlikely to occur without the 
influence of human-induced warming that a climate fingerprint can 
be assumed, or at least considered highly likely. For example, england 
and Wales experienced widespread flooding in October and November 
2000, which turned out to be the wettest autumn months since record 
keeping began in 1766. After running several thousand model simula-
tions with and without the influence of global warming, Pardeep Pall 
of the University of Oxford in the United Kingdom and his colleagues 
concluded that “it is very likely that global anthropogenic greenhouse 
gas emissions substantially increased the risk of flood occurrence in eng- 
land and Wales in autumn 2000.”25

Such cautious attribution doesn’t turn climate change into a smok-
ing gun. But a 2016 review of attribution studies by the US National 
Academies of Sciences, engineering, and Medicine cites findings that 
“it is likely” that since 1950 the number of big storms over land has 
increased in more places than it has decreased, and “confidence is high-
est for North America and europe.” As for the near-term future, “the 
frequency and intensity of heavy precipitation events over land will 
likely increase on average.”26

risk is all about probabilities. Only a foolish planner would ignore 
such findings, however carefully worded. But there’s more. As tempera-
ture rises, scientists “robustly” expect the air to hold more water at a rate 
of about 6–7 percent per degree Celsius, and “a simple hypothesis” is 
that the intensity of heavy rainfall will increase at that same rate. Some 
research suggests that what were 1-in-20-year events in the 1950s are 
becoming 1-in-15-year events.27
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Which takes us back to Poff ’s decision tool. To demonstrate how it 
works, he and his colleagues use an example from the Iowa river. Their 
models show that higher levees around Iowa City, combined with an 
intentional flood release from the region’s dam, would make the system 
more resilient to rapid climate change and sustain the river’s health. 
returning water to the floodplain would benefit plants and wildlife, 
while also freeing up room in the reservoir either to capture more flood-
waters or to use a portion of the “flood pool” for other purposes. It’s 
an optimization analysis familiar to engineers, but one that puts the 
environment on par with engineering, and that frames decisions in the 
context of climate risks.28

Napa County, California, took this kind of approach when redesign-
ing its flood-control system for the Napa river. The river flows about 
55 miles (88 kilometers) from Mount Saint Helena through California 
wine country and empties into San Pablo Bay. In the early twentieth 
century, engineers straightened and deepened the Napa’s channel and 
filled in its wetlands and tidal marshes. After enduring 11 serious floods 
between 1962 and 1997, local officials and residents knew they needed 
to do something different. “The Army Corps of engineers wanted to 
build a concrete ditch down the middle of Napa,” said county supervi-
sor Diane Dillon, “and no one here wanted that.”29

The county asked the Corps instead to collaborate on a “living river” 
strategy—a series of projects that would protect Napa from the 100-
year flood but also enhance the natural habitat of the river. In 1998, 
residents voted in favor of a half-cent increase in their local sales tax 
to pay their share of the $366 million effort to reconnect the Napa 
river with its historical floodplain, move homes and businesses out of 
harm’s way, revitalize wetlands and marshlands, and construct levees and 
bypass channels in strategic locations. “Since the start of the project I 
think we’ve had a billion in new private investment in the city of Napa, 
so that’s been a huge help economically,” said the city of Napa’s mayor, 
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Jill Techel. “The wetlands have been restored and so we now have flora 
and fauna that has come back and enriched us.” New trails give resi-
dents a place to bird-watch and hike.30

Some creative detective work by the nonprofit San Francisco estuary 
Institute has helped inform the restoration. researchers gathered clues 
about the Napa river’s history from sources as obscure as landscape 
paintings, diaries kept by pioneers, and maps from early Spanish explor-
ers. A fur-trapper’s journal from 1833 mentioned beaver sightings, so 
the restoration team decided to allow the hardworking rodents back 
to build their dams, which create pools that often serve as nurseries for 
young fish. The goal is not so much to re-create the old look of the river 
as to restore ecological functions and build more resilience in the face 
of a changing climate. By the time the full suite of projects is complete, 
more than half of the Napa river’s main channel will be restored.31

Sixty miles northeast of Napa, just outside of downtown Sacramento, 
California, a sign appears for the “Yolo Bypass.” It sounds like the name 
of a highway that routes you around a city, but in fact it’s a floodway 
that connects the Sacramento river to its floodplain. like the flood-
ways on the lower Mississippi, the Yolo was created in the 1930s after it 
became clear that levees alone could not protect the growing state capi-
tal from flooding. But unlike the Mississippi floodways, the Yolo Bypass 
gets used quite regularly, maybe six years in every 10. Its deployment 
requires no weighty decision like Maj. Gen. Walsh had to make about 
blowing open the levees at Birds Point. When the Sacramento rises to 
a certain level, it simply spills over a weir into a 59,300-acre (24,000- 
hectare) floodplain area. In March 2016, as heavy rains in northern  
California sent floodwaters down the Sacramento Valley, farmers with 
land in the floodway were warned ahead of time to get their equip-
ment and livestock to higher ground. The bypass not only helps control 
flooding, it helps replenish California’s depleted aquifers.32

The Yolo Bypass is a critical piece of infrastructure—green rather 
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than gray infrastructure—in the region’s flood-control system. Dur-
ing large storms, it might convey 80 percent of the Sacramento river’s 
floodwaters out of the channel and onto the floodplain. More than a 
quarter of the bypass is a designated wildlife area used by nearly 200 
species of birds. The California Department of Fish and Wildlife, which 
manages the area, permits hunting of waterfowl, pheasants, and doves. 
Together with the Yolo Basin Foundation, it also runs a “Discover the 
Flyway” program, which 45,000 students have visited to learn about 
wetlands, wildlife, and agriculture in the Central Valley.33

With the risk of flooding rising in much of the world, the case is strong 
for cost-effective systems that not only protect against damage but also 
reap the benefits of healthy floodplains. This will require cadres of ecol-
ogists to join civil engineers in shoring up flood defenses. And giving 
rivers room to roam will take smart policy and strong leadership, not 
to mention money, at all levels of government. But an eco-engineering 
approach is an important advance in our civilization’s long relationship 
with floods. China’s legendary Yu the Great might just give the idea an 
approving nod.
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